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Symposium schedule and abstracts 
 
9:00: Welcome 
 
9:10: Tanja Stadler, ETH Zürich - A unified framework for inferring phylogenies with 
fossils  
 
9:30: Mario dos Reis, University College London - Bayesian estimation of species divergence 
using quantitative characters 
 
9:50: Tracy Aze, University of Leeds - Distinguishing anagenesis from cladogenesis in the 
fossil record 
 
10:10: Lee Hsiang Liow, University of Oslo and Bjarte Hannisdal, University of Bergen - How 
important (and easy) is counting taxa through time? 
 
10:30: Discussion 
 
10:50: Coffee Break and Poster Viewing 
 
11:20: John Finarelli, University College Dublin – Mammalian diversification, speciation and 
extinction 
 
11:40: Melanie Hopkins, American Museum of Natural History - What we can learn about 
diversification and extinction by comparing changes in rate with changes in pattern 
 
12:00: Graeme Lloyd, Macquarie University - New methodologies for the use of cladistic-
type matrices to measure morphological disparity and evolutionary rate 
 
12:20: Natalie Cooper, Trinity College Dublin - Body size evolution: complexity in tempo 
and mode 
 
12:40: Discussion 
 
13:00: Lunch Break and Poster Viewing 
 
14:00: Chris Venditti, University of Reading - Revealing adaptive morphological evolution 
 
14:20: Jeroen Smaers, SUNY-Stony Brook - Inferring deep time branch-directional 
evolutionary changes using a geometric modelling approach 
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14.40: Gavin Thomas, University of Sheffield - Observations on fossils, evolutionary rates 
and ancestral states of continuous characters 
 
15:00: Graham Slater, University of Chicago - Ecological opportunity, Adaptation, and 
Tempo and Mode of Ecomorphological Evolution in North American Canids 
 
15:20: Discussion 
 
15:40: Coffee Break and Poster Viewing 
 
16:10: P. David Polly, Indiana University - Functional traits, environments, and clade 
dynamics in deep time 
 
16:30: Emily Rayfield, University of Bristol - A functional and biomechanical perspective on 
deep time biodiversity 
 
16:50: Marcello Ruta, University of Lincoln - Twists and turns in the evolution of early 
tetrapod humeri 
 
17:10: Matt Friedman, University of Oxford - Beyond the ‘Age of Fishes’: assembling modern 
teleost biodiversity 
 
17:30: Discussion 
 
18:00: Plenary Speaker: Dan Rabosky, University of Michigan - The Necessity of 
Macroevolution (in a Microevolutionary World) 
 
19:00: Wine Reception and Poster Viewing 
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Speakers, titles and abstracts 
 
A unified framework for inferring phylogenies with fossils  
Tanja Stadler, ETH Zürich 
 
Molecular and fossil data are observations from the same speciation and extinction process. However, 
when dating (time-calibrating) phylogenies, we typically assume different models for the generation 
of the extant species phylogeny (obtained from the molecular data) and for the fossil data. While 
extant species phylogenies might be modelled through a speciation and extinction process, fossil 
occurrence times are modelled through arbitrary calibration densities. I will discuss our new 
approach assuming a speciation and extinction model simultaneously for both data types. We show 
in a simulation study the improvement in accuracy of dating phylogenies, while avoiding arbitrary 
calibration densities.The method is applied to date a bear phylogeny. The approach is available 
within Beast v2.0 and DPPDiv. 
 

 
Bayesian estimation of species divergence using quantitative characters 
Mario dos Reis, University College London 
 
In this talk I will explain how continuous morphological characters (for example landmark points on 
skulls) for extant and fossil species can be used to estimate species divergence times. The evolution of 
continuous morphological characters can be modeled using diffusion processes, and the model can be 
used to construct a likelihood function for the morphological alignment on a phylogeny, where the 
branch lengths on the phylogeny are measured in units of morphological change. The likelihood 
function can then be combined with priors on the times of divergence and on the morphological 
evolutionary rate (using relaxed clock models) leading to a Bayesian method to estimate divergence 
times. Fossil species act as dated tips in the analysis, leading to a well-behaved statistical problem 
where times and rates are identifiable. This is in contrast to traditional molecular clock dating analysis 
where time and rates are confounded, and where times are estimated by constructed subjective 
calibration densities based on the ages of fossils. The method also allows for the estimation of 
ancestral quantitative characters on the phylogeny (for example, we could reconstruct the shape of an 
ancestral fossil skull). Results from computer simulation and analysis of real data will be discussed. 
 

 
Distinguishing anagenesis from cladogenesis in the fossil record 
Tracy Aze, University of Leeds 
 
Understanding the nature and timing of speciation and extinction is central to macroevolutionary 
theory. Species concepts differ in how speciation and extinction are defined and may result in 
different species durations. Therefore, the precision and relevance of species concepts used will 
influence the interpretations and meaning of macroevolutionary patterns in the fossil record. 
Much of the fossil record is necessarily defined as “morphospecies” (species-level taxa identified from 
morphology) due to lack of genetic data. We have used the planktonic foraminifera fossil record to 
investigate the rates of anagenesis (evolution within a single evolving population) and cladogenesis 
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(population branching) in the production of new morphospecies. Because gradual evolution is well 
documented in this group, we have been able to identify instances of morphospecies intergrading 
over time, allowing us to eliminate ‘pseudospeciation’ and ‘pseudoextinction’ from the record and 
thereby permit the construction of a more natural phylogeny based on inferred “evolutionary 
species”. 
Analysis of evolutionary rates using different species concepts demonstrates an overestimation of 
extinction through time when using morphospecies, and strong evidence for biotic constraints on 
diversification when using evolutionary species. 
 

 
How important (and easy) is counting taxa through time? 
Lee Hsiang Liow, University of Oslo and Bjarte Hannisdal, University of Bergen  
 
Tabulating the number of species and higher taxa has been an important research avenue for decades. 
Our fascination with species richness stems, in part, from the observation that species diversity varies 
both in space and time. A major endeavor in macroevolutionary studies is to understand what drives 
differential taxon richness. This talk i) examines a couple of commonly used approaches to estimate 
taxonomic richness using fossil information, ii) discusses when it might be important to be able to 
estimate species richness and iii) considers when other, more ecologically informative metrics should 
be explored instead. We end by illustrating our points with a couple of examples from the marine 
microfossil record.  
 

 
Mammalian diversification, speciation and extinction 
John Finarelli, University College Dublin  
 
Modern diversity and distributions are the result of interacting ecological and evolutionary processes. 
Understanding these processes can provide insights into mechanisms promoting speciation and 
factors behind population decline and extinction. Several recent investigations have attempted to 
estimate rates of diversification leveraging data along the time axis, using observations in the fossil 
record. But fossil data are compromised by incomplete and (more importantly) uneven sampling. In 
this talk, I will cover several methods for estimating rates of speciation and extinction through time. 
Using several mammalian data sets from Europe and North America for the past 25 million years to 
illustrate various methods, I will focus on ways in which we can use data from the fossil record to 
understand the dynamics of diversification through time, while simultaneously “pricing in” the 
effects of sampling. 
 

 
What we can learn about diversification and extinction by comparing changes in rate with changes 
in pattern 
Melanie Hopkins, American Museum of Natural History  
 
A considerable amount of research has been devoted to measuring rates of morphological evolution 
and identifying when rate differences or rate shifts have led to differences in diversity among clades. 
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However, changes in morphological diversity, i.e., disparity, can occur because of unequal efficiency 
of morphological innovation even if per-branch rates of evolution do not change or are the same 
among differentially diversifying groups. Similarly, during periods of mass extinction, differences in 
selectivity among groups can result in major changes in disparity even if the rate of taxon loss is the 
same. Some of this complexity may be teased apart by comparing changes in rate with the direction 
or distribution of morphological change. Here I show three different examples where such 
comparisons provide a more nuanced understanding of either the evolutionary history of a clade or 
of specific events in their histories. The first is a small case study focusing on diversification and 
extinction within a family of Cambrian trilobites—here disparity continues to increase despite overall 
decline in per-branch rates of morphological evolution through time and extinction of species in the 
family. The second is a method for quantifying changes in morphospace occupation during mass 
extinction events that allows for comparison of extinction selectivity across disparate groups, 
morphologies, and time intervals—here the method is applied to mass extinctions of ammonoids and 
graptolites. The last is a large-scale study looking at changes in rates of morphological evolution 
within crown-group echinoids over the last 265 million years—here rates of character change and 
innovation are dynamic through time, vary between subclades, and their interpretation depends on 
the scale of analysis.  
 

 
New methodologies for the use of cladistic-type matrices to measure morphological disparity and 
evolutionary rate 
Graeme Lloyd, Macquarie University  
 
The ubiquity of cladistic data sets has recently led to a surge in their use as a basis for the study of 
morphological disparity and, to a lesser extent, evolutionary rates. However, in both cases the 
methodologies used can be considered to still be in their infancy. Studies on disparity tend to rely on 
the Generalised Euclidean Distance (GED) of Wills (1998) and the associated software package 
MATRIX, that accepts the same mixed data types typically found in cladistic data sets. Whereas 
analysis of rates (posterior to inference) have only recently become possible due to advances in time-
scaling methods and the availability of likelihood tests that allow hypothesis testing and account for 
missing data. Here I introduce the new R package Claddis, that can import cladistic data sets into the 
R environment and perform both disparity and rate analyses. Using simulations I compare GED to 
two novel distance metrics (that correct for the number of scored characters and the maximum 
realisable difference, respectively) and show that the latter are superior to GED in most cases. Using 
empirical data I show that the evolution of birds from dinosaurs was accompanied by an increase in 
evolutionary rates that is robust to uncertainties in both phylogenetic reconstruction and taxon-
dating. For both disparity and rate analysis an outstanding problem is the construction of time series, 
the former due to sampling and the latter due to methodological complexities. 
 

 
Body size evolution: complexity in tempo and mode 
Natalie Cooper, Trinity College Dublin  
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Understanding the tempo and mode of evolution is of key importance in macroecology and 
macroevolution. Here I will describe methods for estimating models of evolution and evolutionary 
rates using mammalian body size as an example. I will simultaneously discuss the caveats of these 
approaches. 
 

 
Revealing adaptive morphological evolution 
Chris Venditti, University of Reading  
 
It is now possible to identify episodes of adaptive evolution using the combination of phylogenetic 
trees and data about species. In the presentation we will describe a method we described in recent 
publications with specific reference to how it can be used to detect adaptive evolution, both increases 
in rates of evolution and episodic jumps in morphology. We will show the results of applying the 
method to a number of large vertebrate groups, including, mammals, birds, squamates, sharks and 
dinosaurs. 
 

 
Inferring deep time branch-directional evolutionary changes using a geometric modelling 
approach 
Jeroen Smaers, SUNY-Stony Brook  
 
The possibility to infer detailed patterns of evolution based on extant variation has spurred interest in 
phylogenetic comparative methods and placed them at the forefront of evolutionary biology. The 
ultimate goal is to infer how biological traits have changed along all individual branches of the tree of 
life, and what those biological traits were like at specific epochs in evolutionary time. I present a 
method (“Independent Evolution”) that contributes to this endeavor by inferring branch-specific 
directional changes and ancestral values using a geometric modelling approach. The core assumption 
of this approach is that population phenotypes are affected by wandering peaks of adaptive surfaces. 
The proposed approach hereby aligns with the central assumptions of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model 
with shifting locations (although it is not an explicit formalization thereof). I present results that 
suggest IE outperforms similar methods in inferring deep-time evolutionary changes of biological 
traits and introduce the beta version of an R-package (“PhyloMap”) that supports its applications.  
 

 
Observations on fossils, evolutionary rates and ancestral states of continuous characters 
Gavin Thomas, University of Sheffield  
 
The reconstruction of ancestral states based on extant species has been notoriously difficult for 
continuous characters. Estimates of ancestral states derived from molecular phylogenies are 
frequently at odds with expectations derived from the fossil record. A standard retort is that fossils 
should be integrated into analyses of both trait evolution and ancestral state reconstruction. While 
this is a laudable goal, I argue that accounting for rate heterogeneity can impact on ancestral state 
estimate, sometimes to an equal or greater extent than incorporation of fossils. I will use the example 
of body size evolution in Palaeognathae to show that even when the largest species (Moas) are 
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extinct, the inclusion of fossil is less important than the model for understanding morphological 
evolution in deep time.   
 

 
Ecological opportunity, Adaptation, and Tempo and Mode of Ecomorphological Evolution in 
North American Canids 
Graham Slater, University of Chicago  
 
A long-standing hypothesis in adaptive radiation theory is that ecological opportunity influences the 
rate at which clades diversify phenotypically, but empirical support for a pattern of declining rates 
through time is rare in comparative data. Limitations of most studies of adaptive radiation are that 
they are 1) based on extrapolation of past rates and diversity from molecular phylogenies of extant 
taxa and 2) tend to rely on body size as an indicator of ecomorphological diversificaition, which may 
or may not be appropriate. A more conclusive test of the ecological opportunity hypothesis would be 
based on a diverse clade with a rich fossil record, a well-resolved phylogeny, and strong 
morphological correlates of ecological niche. I assessed the fit of a series of macroevolutionary 
models, including models that allow phenotypic rates to vary as a function of time and past lineage 
diversity, to a novel phylogenetic comparative dataset of 95 living and extinct North American 
canids, spanning a period of 40 million years. Models implying time and diversity dependent rates of 
evolution are strongly rejected for body size and relative grinding area of the lower molars. Instead, 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes implying adaptation to distinct adaptive peaks for three dietary 
categories are preferred for both traits. Examination of fitted model parameters suggests that body 
size evolution is labile through time, responding both to dietary switches and to abiotic factors such 
as climate. Dental traits exhibit less volatility and show stronger attraction to inferred adaptively 
optimal values. These results indicate that diversity dependent evolutionary rates are probably 
uncommon in clades such as canids that exhibit a so called pattern of iterative adaptive radiation. 
Instead, these clades might best be thought of as deterministic radiations in constrained Simpsonian 
sub-zones of a major adaptive zone. 
 

 
Functional traits, environments, and clade dynamics in deep time 
P. David Polly, Indiana University  
 
Functional traits include body size, hypsodonty, and leaf shape. Sorting is not always apparent 
within species, but at the community level patterns in functional trait means and variances are often 
strongly correlated with relevant environmental factors, arguably because conditions in particular 
regions favor species with certain trait values over others.  The origin of such patterns involves an 
unknown combination of the geographic sorting of individual lineages based on their trait values, 
parallel adaptation of trait values in all species within a regional pool, clade sorting based on 
shared trait values, and extinction of individual lineages or clades.  In this presentation, I explore the 
origins of trait sorting by modeling the dynamics of clades through deep time.  Tradeoffs between the 
intensity of local selection on trait values, rate of dispersal, rate of gene flow, and probability of local 
extirpation affect not only the geographic heterogeneity of traits, but also phylogenetic patterns of 
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parallel evolution, clade sorting, extinction, and tree balance and geographic patterns of 
endemism and diversity.  
 

 
A functional and biomechanical perspective on deep time biodiversity 
Emily Rayfield, University of Bristol  
 
Along with taxonomic and morphological variation, functional and biomechanical diversity offer a 
further means to quantify patterns of diversity over historical timescales. In this presentation we refer 
to studies of extant taxa to proclaim that there is a logical rationale for studying functional and 
biomechanical traits in deep time and we describe our methodological process in some detail. In the 
simplest sense, such studies enable us to recover the functional implications of changes in form on 
evolutionary timescales. However, the emergent functional properties generated by biomechanical 
mechanisms are phenotypic traits that may be subject to natural selection as they confer certain fitness 
benefits to the bearer. How these traits evolve over time and relate to environmental stimuli and 
cladogenesis are important considerations. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated via simulations 
and with empirical data that complex functional traits (defined as possessing three of more 
components) can promote morphological evolution by decoupling functional and morphological 
variation. Such functional redundancy can result in multiple morphological phenotypes generating 
the same emergent functional property, or vice versa (if different muscular or neuronal pathways are 
invoked in taxa with similar morphologies). Hence quantifying morphological diversity in the fossil 
record, as a proxy for ecology, may over or underestimate functional diversity. Finally, the fossil 
record offers a rich resource of bones, shells, cuticles, leaves and so forth, from which functionally and 
biomechanically significant parameters can be identified, in order to render the study of functional 
and biomechanical diversity viable and informative. As an example we expand on a recent study into 
the biomechanical diversity of sauropod dinosaur skulls. A discussion of the rationale for utilising 
particular biomechanical parameters is presented, followed by a methodological explanation of how 
this data was analysed. We discuss the results in the context of how biomechanical variation explains 
how many sauropod taxa were able to co-exist in the resource-poor Late Jurassic Morrison Formation, 
and where we see rate shifts in functional diversity during the evolution of Sauropodomorpha.  
 

 
Twists and turns in the evolution of early tetrapod humeri 
Marcello Ruta, University of Lincoln  
 
This research focuses on models of shape variation in the humeri of extinct tetrapods and their 
forerunners from among lobe-finned fish. The core objective is to quantify morphological variation in 
the humerus, both across the fish-tetrapod transition and near the base of the two major extant 
tetrapod radiations (lissamphibians and amniotes). We characterize shape variation using the outline 
of the humerus in extensor view as a proxy for shape. We analyze the distribution of different 
humerus types in a multivariate morphological space, and derive measures of morphological 
disparity for various tetrapod groups. Finally, we evaluate models of morphological evolution, with 
particular reference to rates of change and models of change. At a fundamental level of inquiry, we 
seek to find out whether there are major morphological discontinuities at any point in tetrapod 
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history, whether shifts in shape change correspond to major evolutionary events (e.g. fish-tetrapod 
transition; origin of crown amphibian and amniote radiations), and whether bursts of morphological 
evolution occur early on or later during the diversification of main tetrapod groups. Major 
conclusions from this study are as follows. The distribution of humerus shapes in morphospace is 
heterogeneous; it reveals some discontinuities at the stem/crown tetrapod transition, but considerable 
overlap among crown tetrapod subsets. Except in the case of stem amphibians, the extension of 
occupied regions of morphospace and the amount of species dispersal in those regions tend to be 
comparable among crown tetrapod subsets. Mean morphological distances of species within crown 
tetrapod subsets tend to be similar, but a major discontinuity is seen at the stem/crown tetrapod 
transition. Shifts in morphological change tend to occur for the most part within, rather than between, 
crown tetrapod subsets; they are most obvious within the problematic array of (mostly) miniaturized 
and elongate lepospondyls. 
 

Beyond the ‘Age of Fishes’: assembling modern teleost biodiversity 
Matt Friedman, University of Oxford  
 
The modern day is often caricatured by vertebrate biologists and paleontologists as the ‘Age of 
Mammals’, remote from the ‘Age of Fishes’ of the Devonian Period more than 350 million years ago.  
This reinforces a common perception that living fishes, which collectively constitute half of all living 
backboned animals, have exceptionally deep evolutionary roots. However, a substantial fraction of 
diversity in this other half of the vertebrate tree of life was generated on a timescale comparable to 
that in birds and mammals. Drawing on the clues locked in genomes, skeletons, and rocks, I will 
explore the origins of diversity in fishes at phylogenetic scales ranging from small clades to 
hyperdiverse radiations containing several thousand species. I will show how quantitative 
approaches to evolutionary questions in ‘deep time’ highlight potential effects of major events in 
earth history on the assembly of the modern fauna, and illustrate how new techniques are providing 
us with an unprecedented view of diversity dynamics deep within the geological record. 
 

 
The Necessity of Macroevolution (in a Microevolutionary World) 
Plenary Speaker: Dan Rabosky, University of Michigan 
 
The modern theory of evolution encompasses a range of phenomena, from the origins of novel 
phenotypes to the diversification of life. The Modern Synthesis has led to great advances in our 
understanding of the population genetic basis and ecological context for evolutionary 
change. However, consideration of evolutionary patterns that are manifest across macroevolutionary 
timescales demonstrates that our understanding of fundamental evolutionary processes remains 
incomplete. As an example, I discuss one of the original problems raised by Darwin - the origin of 
species - and the two distinct scales over which it is studied. Speciation is surely a function of what 
might be termed "microevolutionary" processes, but I argue that we can more completely understand 
these processes and gauge their importance by adopting a macroevolutionary perspective. 
Macroevolution is proving essential to addressing classical problems in evolutionary biology and 
continues to expand the paradigms through which we interpret the diversity of life around us. 
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Posters and abstracts 
 
Phylogenetic distribution of extant richness suggests metamorphosis is a key innovation driving 
diversification in insects 
James Rainford, University of York 
 
Hexapoda (insects and their relatives) is the most diverse terrestrial group of organisms on the planet 
and collectively comprise over half of all described species. Any attempt to understand the 
understanding the history of life on land and the assembly of terrestrial ecosystems is thus incomplete 
without consideration of the pattern of hexapod diversification and how the potential drivers of this 
richness have acted through evolutionary time. Previous work on understanding the history of 
hexapod diversification has either focused on patterns within the fossil record, which for hexapods is 
highly incomplete, or has been taxonomically restricted and so unable to consider the wider 
phylogenetic context.  Here I present a first attempt to explore patterns of diversification within 
hexapods using an explicit dated phylogenetic hypothesis for the group and the application of birth-
death models. These models confirm the roles of flight and complete metamorphosis as key 
innovations driving hexapod diversification. Subsequent reductions in diversification are recovered 
for several relic groups previously identified as having a higher fossil diversity during the Mesozoic. 
In addition a number of recently derived taxa are found to have radiated at an elevated rate following 
the development of flowering plant (angiosperm) floras during the mid Cretaceous. Taken together 
these results identify key developmental innovations responsible for hexapod richness and differing 
responses of various hexapod groups to environmental changes from the mid Cretaceous floral 
transition to the present day. 
 

 
Fire intensity influences diversification rates in Pinus 
Bianca Saladin1, Glenn Litsios2, Rafael Wüest3, Sébastien Lavergne3, Elena Conti4 and Niklaus E. 
Zimmermann1 

1. Swiss Federal Research Institute WSL, Birmensdorf, Switzerland;  
2. Department of Ecology and Evolution, University of Lausanne, Switzerland; 
3. Laboratoire d'Ecologie Alpine, University Joseph Fourier, Grenoble, France; 
4. Institute of Systematic Botany, University of Zurich, Switzerland. 

 
Plants have been exposed to fire throughout their whole evolutionary history and the role of fire in 
driving natural selection and therefore its effects on the evolution of adaptation strategies in fire-
prone areas has been widely examined and confirmed. Plants have evolved a range of different 
strategies to successfully colonize fire-prone areas. The role of the different strategies on plants' 
diversification rate has been assessed in several studies either at specific fire-prone sites or in global 
studies based on few species belonging to different taxonomic groups. However, the role of fire as a 
driver of diversification in plants remains controversial. Therefore, we investigated in a globally and 
taxonomically comprehensive assessment using Pinus the impact of fire on diversification rates, and 
we compared the effect of the different plant functional strategies on diversification. We demonstrate 
that it is likely not only the change in life histories that influences diversification rates but rather the 
evolution of environmental specialization to tolerate fire regimes, the associated degree of pleiotropic 
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investment costs and its effects on life histories. Our results provide a basis for understanding the role 
of disturbances on species diversification rate linked to the degree of their environmental 
specialization and the associated costs. 
 

 
Diversity and Resolution: The impact of taxonomic rank of measuring species diversity in the 
present and deep time 
Dr Julia D Sigwart, Queen's University Belfast, Marine Laboratory 
 
Biodiversity is often measured by species richness; this is often impractical as true alpha taxon 
resolution is rarely available in living systems, and almost never in fossil assemblages. An alternative 
approach is to use higher taxon categories, such as genera or families, as a surrogate for species. Here 
the aim is to combine information in comprehensive public databases to examine global diversity 
patterns using four representative groups of hard-shelled marine invertebrates with substantial living 
and fossil diversity. The four groups selected are ordinal level groups in three phyla: chitons 
(Neoloricata), ark clams (Arcoida), bryozoans (Cheilostomatida) and brittlestars (Ophiurida). Each of 
these groups represents a high degree of morphological consistency through geological time, survival 
over multiple past mass extinctions, and the persistence of species today in temperate and tropical 
seas. Based on complete records for currently accepted species and genera in the authoritative 
database of marine animal systematics (World Register of Marine Species - www.marinespecies.org), 
several obvious patterns emerge in the taxonomic distribution of species among genera and families.  
 

 
The effect of Mediterranean-type ecosystems and functional leaf traits on diversification rates in 
Rhamnaceae 
Renske E. Onstein1, Richard Carter1, Yaowu Xing1, James E. Richardson2 and H. Peter Linder1  

1. Institute of Systematic Botany, University of Zurich, Switzerland 
2. The Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK 

 
Species diversification is thought to be linked to a lineage’s intrinsic innovations and the extrinsic 
events it is exposed to over evolutionary time. However, the temporal sequence of these 
diversification ‘triggers’, and their additive or interactive effects on speciation and extinction rates is 
unclear. We assembled trait and biome data for 759 Rhamnaceae species (70% of total species), built a 
phylogenenetic tree for 280 Rhamnaceae species and estimated divergence times by using eight fossil 
calibrations to test (1) if lineage diversification within Mediterranean-type ecosystems (MTEs) is faster 
than in other biomes, (2) if typical MTE-traits (low specific leaf area, small leaves, revolute margins) 
are exaptations or adaptations to MTEs and (3) if the interaction between these traits and occurring in 
MTEs affects diversification rates. Our results indicate that diversification rates within MTEs are 
generally faster than in other biomes, and that this is driven by low extinction rates in the Cape and 
Western Australia. Typical MTE-traits evolved after the transition to MTEs (or their ancient 
equivalents), but prior to the onset of summer-dry climates in these regions. Interestingly, a decreased 
speciation rate was detected for the interaction between occurring in MTEs and having any of the 
MTE-traits, suggesting that specialised lineages in Mediterranean shrublands may reach evolutionary 
dead ends. 
 

 

http://www.marinespecies.org/
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The tempo and mode of chewing evolution in mammals: insights from carnivorans and ungulates 
Carlo Meloro, Liverpool John Moores University 
 
Lower jaws of mammals are perfectly designed for dealing with different kind of foods: from the 
abrasive grass to animal bones. However, strong phylogenetic signal occurs in mandibular shape data 
supporting a limit in the potential for mammalian ecomorphological evolution. I investigate shape of 
lower jaws from extant carnivorans and ungulates in order to clarify macroevolutionary mechanisms 
of their differentiation and diversification. These two groups invade distinct areas of mandibular 
morphospace, although they did this with different timing. Carnivorans evolved faster than 
ungulates resulting in a much more rapid invasion of multiple feeding niches.   
 

 
Harnessing the power of genome-wide RAD data for resolving rapidly evolving clades - a case 
study in Lupinus (Leguminosae) 
Guy Atchison1, Edwin Bridges2, Steve Orzell3 and Colin E. Hughes1 

1. Institute of Systematic Botany, University of Zurich, Switzerland;  
2. Botanical and Ecological Consultant, Bremerton, WA, USA; 
3. Avon Park Air Force Range, FL, USA 

 
There are many examples of rapid episodes of species diversification, or species radiations across the 
tree of life, yet fundamental questions about how and why radiations happen remain largely 
unanswered. This is mostly due to the difficulties and challenges associated with reconstructing well-
resolved and robustly-supported phylogenies for very rapidly evolving clades. We are investigating 
these questions for the genus Lupinus (Leguminosae, Papilionoideae) which comprises c.275 species 
of annuals and perennials spanning the Mediterranean, North and South America. The unifoliate 
Floridian clade of Lupinus is thought to comprise five species, yet recent studies have found evidence 
for a morphologically distinct entity. However, lack of phylogenetic resolution hampers our 
understanding of relationships within the clade and our ability to confidently delimit species. To 
tackle this issue we are exploring the utility of genome-wide nextRAD data to infer species level 
relationships within rapidly evolving clades. We have generated nextRAD data for 92 accessions of 
Floridian Lupinus with multiple accessions for all species. Here we present preliminary results from 
this dataset which show the potential utility of genome-wide RAD data to provide phylogenetic 
resolution for rapidly evolving species radiations and to delimit species within an integrative 
taxonomic framework. 
 

 
Diversity crash in crocodylomorphs at the Jurassic/Cretaceous boundary 
Jonathan Tennant and Philip Mannion, Imperial College London, UK 
 
Crocodylomorphs are a major group of extant archosaurs, with their origins in the Triassic. However, 
their diversity patterns throughout the Mesozoic are poorly understood. Here, we explore Late 
Jurassic and Cretaceous crocodylomorph diversity using a range of 'sampling correction' protocols to 
elucidate genuine biological patterns. We find evidence for a substantial and protracted diversity 
decline around the Jurassic/Cretaceous boundary, extending into the Early Cretaceous (Hauterivian-
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Barremian). These results will provide the basis for further investigations into the biotic and abiotic 
drivers of Mesozoic crocodylomorph macroevolutionary patterns, including extinction selectivity. 
 

 
Highly differential radiation of palm (Arecaceae) lineages in Madagascar – why do some clades 
diversify extensively while others do not?  
Wolf L. Eiserhardt, Mijoro Rakotoarinivo and William J. Baker, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew 
 
The island of Madagascar is an exceptional biodiversity hotspot, characterized by a unique 
combination of high endemism (>90% in plants) and the high species richness that is typical for 
tropical biota. Due to the large amount of in situ diversification, it has recently been proposed as a 
model region for studying the evolution of tropical biodiversity. Members of the palm family 
(Arecaceae), a well-established model group for tropical plant macroecology and biogeography, have 
colonized the island at least seven times and radiated into ≈200 endemic species. Intriguingly, most of 
this diversity (≈80%) evolved from a single colonization event that happened 31-23 Mya, while the 
other events (some of them older) failed to generate comparable diversity. We are currently 
reconstructing and comparing the eco-evolutionary dynamics of all Madagascan palm lineages, 
aiming to provide new answers to the long-standing question why some clades have diversified 
excessively while others have not? 
 

 
Mutual ornamentation linked to a slowdown in avian diversification. 
 
Catherine Sheard, Nathalie Seddon and Joseph A. Tobias. Edward Grey Institute, Department of Zoology, 
University of Oxford 
 
Abstract: Reproductive isolation is a vital step in the process of speciation, particularly in cases of 
rapid secondary sympatric contact. Many have thus posited a link between traits under sexual 
selection – particularly elaborate, sexually-dimorphic ornaments – and lineage diversification, though 
the extent of sexual selection’s role in promoting or inhibiting speciation remains controversial. Scant 
attention, however, has been paid to the role of mutual ornamentation in species differentiation, a 
glaring omission in light of a recent surge of interest in selection on secondary sexual traits in females. 
Here, we test the relationship between song and speciation across phylogenies containing the 
majority of the world’s birds (N = 6601), demonstrating that while species with male song display an 
increase in speciation across the entire clade, species with female song show a decrease in lineage 
diversification. This is the first study to quantify the relationship between speciation and a mutually-
ornamented trait on a broad scale, highlighting the separate selective pressures that can act on males 
and females and providing further evidence that sexual, but not necessarily social, selection can 
mediate diversification.   


